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1. G ENERA L FEA TURES 
The  re ta rd e r p ro ve r d e vic e  c o nsists in thre e  p a rts: the  d isp la y, ma in b o a rd  a nd  p o lye ste r 
the rmo fo rme d  me mb ra ne  ke yb o a rd  fixe d  o n a  3 mm thic k a luminium fro nt p a ne l a nd  
c o nta ine d  in a  0,8 m m zinc -p la te d  p ro te c tio n ho using . With p ro p e r insta lla tio n the  p la nt is 
p ro te c te d  a g a inst e le c tro ma g ne tic  d isturb a nc e s up  to  4400V  a nd  fro m e le c tro sta tic  
d isc ha rg e s (o n the  ke yb o a rd ) up  to  17KV , in c o nfo rmity with C EE EM C  sta nd a rd s.  
The  se c o nd  b o a rd  is c o nne c te d  to  the  ma in b o a rd  thro ug h a n 40 p ins fla t c a b le . Lo a d s a re  
c o nne c te d  o n e xtra c ta b le  M –F te rmina l b loc ks. 

A ll func tions c a n b e  e xe c ute d  witho ut using  the  ke yb o a rd  thro ug h a  ra d io  d e vic e . The  
re mo te  c o ntro l is use d  to  move  the  info rma tio n fro m the  re ta rd e r p ro ve r d e vic e  to  a  PC . 

2. C O NTRO L PA NEL 
The  g ra p hic  d isp la y ha s white  c ha ra c te rs o n b la c k b a c kg ro und  (the  re ve rse  mo d e  c a n b e  
se le c te d ) with 240x320 p ixe l re so lutio n. (Se e  a t this d o c ume nt e nd  the  c o ntro l p a ne l 
d ime nsio ns). 
A n a lp ha nume ric  ke yb o a rd  a nd  fo ur so ft-ke y a re  fo re se e n. The  la st o ne  a llo ws to  se le c t the  
d iffe re nt func tio ns tha t a re  sho wn in the  la st d isp la y line . 

 
Figure  1 Front Pa ne l RPC -V G  

: switc he s-o n/ switc he s-o ff c a b ine t lig ht/  d isp la y b rig htne ss. 
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: stops a cycle. 

: starts a cycle. 
 
Using the numeric keyboard to set numeric values. The controller avoid to insert wrong 
data. To insert a specific letter press the key for more times until the wished letter is shown 
(as a cell-phone keyboard ).  
 

: cancels the selected value.  

: changes the value sign. 
 

2.1. HOW TO MODIFY NOT NUMERIC VALUE 
Some parameters can be not numeric. Assume to modify a value from YES to NO: 

• Select proper display. 
• Select the item that you must modify.  
• Use numeric keyboard to change value.  
• Press 1 to set NO. 
• Press 2 to set YES 

 
If three or more options are foreseen, use the other keys: 3, 4 to select the wished value. 

3. TECHNICAL FEATURES 

3.1. INPUTS 
Probe: 
Cabinet temperature probe (KTY or PT1000 class A or PT100); 
Defrosting probe (KTY or PT1000 class A or PT100); 
Hot evaporator probe (KTY or PT1000 class A or PT100); 
Humidity probe, STM 0÷20mA (or 4÷20mA ) with resistive sensor EMD 200 GE. 
PT100 probes need a different ADC mounting. 
 
Digital inputs: 
Door micro-switch, it’s closed when door is closed; 
High pressure switch, normally closed; 
Low pressure switch, normally closed; 
Compressor thermal protection, normally closed. 

3.2. OUTPUTS 
2 triac 16A, maximum 0.6kW at 230V or 0.3kW at 110V, for the evaporator’s fan and 
condenser’s fan. 
 

10 relays (normally open clean contact) with capacity of 8 resistive, protected by 10A 
rapid fuses.  
The current is furthermore limited by the capacity ( 10A ) of the terminals on the actuators 
board ( The customer must control if the terminal capacity is enough for his installation). 

N.1 Compressor command; 
N.2 Defrosting resistances command; 
N.3 Heating resistances command; 
N.4 Humidification command; 
N.5 Dehumidification command; 
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N.6 Light command; 
N.7 Oven start command; 
N.8 Electrovalve / Auxiliary output command; 
N.9 Remote alarm (optional); 
N.10 Reserve (the function is set by the parameter 96) 

 
N.2 Compressor outline EV; 
N.3 Compressor inline EV; 
N.4 Hot evaporator EV; 
N.5 Defrosting EV; 
N.6 Cool EV; 
N.7 Warm EV; 
N.8 Water EV; 
N.9 Oven switching-on; 
N.10 Light 

 
Led: 

1. Cool 
2. Heat 
3. Fan 
4. Humidifier 
5. Dehumidifier 
6. Defrosting 
7. Sleeper 
8. Light  
9. Remote connection 
10. Panel control – remote device data exchange. 

 
Buzzer. 

4. FUNCTION 

4.1. SWITCHING-ON 
When the machine is powered the controller executes the self-testing and then it moves 
into the status where it was before the power lack. On the display (1) is shown the software 
version XX.X. 
At the first start, after the self-testing, the machine moves into the Stand-by status and 
graphic display shows the current time and the main menu. 
 

 
videata(1) 
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4.2. STAND-BY STATUS 
In (2) is shown represents the cabinet temperature(°C) and the cabinet humidity(%). 
In the main menu the following functions can be selected:  

• MANUAL: to enter into the manual operation section; 
• AUTOMATIC: to enter into the automatic function section;  
• PROGRAMS: to read/modify programs; 
• CLOCK SETTING: to modify date and time; 
• TECHNICAL SERVICE: to enter into the technical section. 

 
If no key is pressed after three minutes, the backlight is off to save energy. 
 

 
videata(2) 

 

4.3. DISPLAY CONTRAST SETTING 

If the  key is kept pressed for at least 3 seconds the machine moves into the display (3) 
where the display contrast can be modified. 
The user can adjust the display contrast and can set the desired brightness. 
After 30 seconds from the last pressed key the controller moves automatically to the 
previous page, saving the done modifications. 

 
videata(3)  

 
 
The installer can enable the automatic display switching-off for a wished interval. 
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4.4. CLOCK SETTING 
Selecting the CLOCK SETTING item from display (2) the display (4) is shown. 
The user can modify the time and the date. When the BACK soft-key is pressed all the 
changes are automatically saved. After 60 seconds from the last user operation the 
controller moves back to the previous page saving the changes done. 
 

 
videata(4) 

 

4.5. MANUAL SECTION 
In (5) the user can change the temperature and the humidity of all manual modes. 

  
videata(5) 

A manual mode is activated selecting a field of the desired one and pressing the  key.  
In (6) is shown an active manual mode where the temperature and humidity set can be 
modified directly. 
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videata(6) 

Press the  key to change the active manual mode.  

 
videata(6a) 

 
User can modify all phase settings and can choose a different manual phase. 
Move the cursor on the wished phase and press the SELECT button. On display appears the 
display (6) with the new data. 
The DEFROSTING item allows to execute this function according to the relevant installer 
parameters. None relevant temperature or/and humidity settings are connected with the 
defrosting. At the end of a defrosting function the machine moves back to the previous 
status.  
Press BACK key to move from (6a) to (6) without changing the active phase. 

Press  key to stop the manual mode instantaneously (The display (2) is shown). 
 
During a manual function an exit timeout is activated for read/modify programs pages and 
for the page to change manual function. After 60 seconds from the last pressed key the 
machine moves to display (6). 
 

4.6. PROGRAMS SECTION  
Selecting PROGRAMS item from (2), with the program password activated, the display (7) is 
shown. 
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videata(7) 

 
 

4.6.1. PROGRAMS 

If the user chooses MODIFY PROGRAMS item the display (8) is shown and the password has 
to be inserted. 

 

 
videata(8) 

 

4.6.1.1. Password insertion  

The user has to insert the password digits. Use the numeric keyboard to select the wished 
digit. When a digit is set the numeric values is substituted with a ‘*’ character. 
When the last digit is inserted the password is checked. If the password is wrong all the 
digits are cleaned and the cursor is positioned on the first digit and an other attempt is 
permitted. After 3 wrong attempts the display (2) is shown. 
If the password is correct the display (9) is shown 
 

If the program password in not enabled, the display (9) is shown directly from (2) when user 
chooses the PROGRAMS item. 
The display (9) is shown also if the user selects the READ PROGRAMS items in (7). 
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videata(9) 

In (9), the user can choose the program which has to be modified/read. 

 
videata(10) 

 
If user accesses at display (10) in reading way, none field can be modified. At the contrary, 
in modifying way all field (except for CONSERVATION time, which is automatically 
calculated) can be highlighted and modified.  
The RAMP and START OVEN ADVANCE items are present only if they are enabled by the 
installer. 
In (10) the program name can be selected and modified.  
 
The maximum program number is 20. 
 

4.6.2. WEEKLY PROGRAM 

From (9) the WEEKLY PROGRAM item can be selected to read/modify the weekly program. 
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videata(11) 

 
 
When a modification is done the machine checks the correctness of the inserted data. If a 
wrong time insertion is done a relevant error message is shown when the user moves the 
cursor in an other line or presses the BACK key (after the message, the erroneous line blinks). 
The software prevents to select a program which can’t be contained into the relevant start-
stop interval. 

 
videata(12) 

 
If the NEW item is selected a new line appears on the display with the default values: START  
SUN 00.00; END SUN 00.00; PRG 01; ENABLED NO.  
User has to insert the data for the desired program and, if wanted, changes the ENABLED 
choice in YES. At any time the user exits from a line or directly from the page a control of 
the timings is executed. 
In the field “ENABLED” the choices are three: YES, NO, DEL: with the first two it is possible to 
enable or disable the single programs and the third one allows to cancel the whole line. 
20 is the maximum number of lines in a weekly-program. 
Obviously if the user accesses to the weekly-program with READ PROGRAM items none 
fields of (11) can be modified. 
When the user enters again in weekly-program, all the lines are sorted in reference to LUN 
00.00. 
 
If one modifies a program extending the phases time, and this program is contained in the 
weekly program where the start-stop interval is not long enough than the weekly-program 
can’t be activated. The user has to modify the weekly-program, correcting all wrong times. 
When the user tries to start or to modify a weekly-program an error message is shown: 
PROGRAMMING ERROR! THE PROGRAM XX WITH START AT YYY XX.XX CAN’T BE EXECUTED 
(YYY = day of the week, XX.XX start time) 
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4.7. AUTOMATIC CYCLE 
The (13) appears when AUTOMATIC item is selected in main menu.  
The user can select:  

- START SINGLE PROGRAM: allows the single program selection and activation. 
- START WEEKLY PROGRAM: allows the weekly-program activation. 
- CABINET PREPARATION: allows the pre-cooling activation. 

 

 
videata(13) 

4.7.1. START SINGLE PROGRAM 

In (13) selecting START SINGLE PROGRAM item, the programs list is shown. 
In (14) the user selects the wished program and on the display appears the (15). 
 

 
videata(14) 
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videata(15) 

In (15) the program settings are shown. The program number and the cycle end are two 
changeable fields. As default, the cycle end time is set at the same time of the last 
executed cycle and the end cycle day is set at following day of current day. If the foreseen 
interval is not long enough the cycle end is set 24 hours later than actual time. If the 
program duration is longer than 24 hours the cycle-end is set at the minimum useful time. 
The software prevents any wrong values insertion. 

When the  key is pressed the (16) is shown. 
 

  
videata(16) 

 
During the cycle in (16) the temperature set and the humidity set can be directly modified. 
In DEEP-COOLING and CONSERVATION phases the user can change the cycle end time. 
(user can insert only coherent values). Selecting the MODIFY P. item the whole current 
program can be changed. All the modifications are effective only for the running program. 
Select PROGRAMS item to access at programs section where it’s possible to read or to 
modify all data.  
At the end of a cycle the message CYCLE ENDED appears for 20 seconds (with the buzzer) 
on the display and after the machine moves back to (2). 

At any moment user can stop a cycle pressing the  key. In this case the message PRESS 
START TO CONTINUE THE CYCLE appears on display, and the cycle continues for 15 seconds, 

to give the possibility to correct an eventual not wanted stop. Press the  key to resume 
the cycle. A forced interruption moves the machine to (2). 

An automatic cycle can be activated also in the programming section. Press the  key in 
(10) to start the highlighted program. On the screen the display (15) appears and the user 
can insert the cycle end time. 
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4.7.2. START WEEKLY PROGRAM 

Selecting START WEEKLY PROGRAM in (13), the machine moves in (17). 

In (17) none fields are selectable. Pressing  key the weekly cycle is started and the 
screen (18) is shown on the display. 

 
videata(17) 

 

 
videata(18) 

 
In (18) the temperature set and humidity set can be directly modified. 
User can change the current program setting, selecting the MODIFY P item. All the done 
modifications are available until the end of the current cycle.  
In programming section all modifications of the current program are saved in the fixed 
memory and will be available only for the next activations. 

Press  key to end the running program. A count-down (15 seconds) and a message 
(PRESS START TO CONTINUE) appears on the display to allow the program resume. At the 
cycle end of a single program, or after a voluntary stop, the machine moves in the stand-
by screen (19). 
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videata(19) 

The controller waits in stand-by status until a next automatic activation occurs. 

Press the  key to move from (19) to (2) and to stop the weekly program. 
The user can activate the weekly program also from the relevant programming section, 

pressing the  key. 

4.7.3. CABINET PREPARATION 

From (13) selecting the PREPARE CABINET item, the user activates a pre-cooling phase. 

 
videata(20) 

In (20) the temperature set is directly editable. When the temperature set is reached for the 
first time, the message CABINET IS READY appears on the display and the buzzer sounds for 

20 seconds. If the user presses the  key, the cabinet preparation phase is interrupted 
and the machine moves in stand-by status. Selecting START SINGLE PROG or START WEEKLY 
PROG item in (20), an automatic cycle is started. With PROGRAMS item user can change all 
programs memory data. 
The cabinet preparation function can be executed from the stand-by status of the weekly 
program selecting the relevant item in (19). In this case on display appears (21) that allows 
to set the cabinet temperature directly.  
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videata(21) 

From (21) one comes back to (19) through the  key. 
 
During an automatic program all the modifying/reading screens have a timeout of one 
minute from the last  button pushing. At the end of the timeout the machine moves back to 
the main menu where the user can check all the necessary information. 
 

5. FUNCTIONS AND CONTROLS 
The controller checks the temperature and humidity using compressor only. Functions are 
enabled or disabled activating different EV. So the controller can carry-out only a function 
per time. 
The EV closing has to be done before than the EV opening. ( a short delay, some 
milliseconds, is present between opening and closing operation ). 
 
When the temperature set and humidity set are reached, the compressor is switched-off 
and the EV 2 has to be opened. 

5.1. AVAILABLE RANGE FOR PROGRAM PARAMETERS  
1. Phase temperature set: maximum value =45; minimum value =-20 
2. Humidity set: maximum value=99; minimum value= 40 (0 to eliminate the humidity 

control) 
3. Maximum phase duration= 59 hours and 59 minutes; 
4. Maximum ramp duration = relevant phase duration (The PRE-PROVING and the 

PROVING phases could have their own ramp phase);  
5. Maximum number of single programs that can be connected to the weekly 

program=20; 
6. Maximum total duration of a single program=1 week. 

5.2. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
Heating control functions have more priority than humidity control functions. 

5.2.1. COOLING CONTROL 

During the CABINET PREPARATION and DEEP COOLING the temperature is controlled 
through COOL function. The cooling hysteresis is set among 1°C and 9°C by installer. Three 
different hysteresis groups are foreseen: 

1. CABINET PREPARATION, DEEP COOLING, CONSERVATION 
2. PRE- PROVING, PROVING 
3. SLEEPER 
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The cooling command is switched-off when the read temperature is below of the set point; 
instead it’s switched-on when the temperature is beyond of the set temperature plus the 
cooling hysteresis. 
 

FUNCTION   Compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 
COOL   ON ON 2, 6 

 

5.2.2. HEATING CONTROL  

During the CONSERVATION, PRE-PROVING, PROVING e SLEEPER phases the heating control 
is done at neutral point.  
The heating hysteresis is set among 1°C and 9°C by installer. Three different hysteresis groups 
are foreseen:  

1. CONSERVATION 
2. PRE- PROVING, PROVING 
3. SLEEPER 

 
The heating command is switched-off if the cabinet temperature is higher than the 
temperature set. The command is actuated when the temperature falls below the 
temperature set minus the heating hysteresis. 

 
FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 

HEAT   ON ON 4, 3, 7 
 

5.2.3. LINEAR RAMP FUNCTION 

The installer can enable the ramp function (linear increase of the temperature) 
independently for the PRE-PROVING and PROVING phases. The ramp duration can be 
between zero and the length of the whole interested phase. If the ramp function is enabled 
its duration can be set in the programming area. If the ramp is shorter than the phase 
length, when the ramp time is completed the temperature control is executed following the 
phase temperature set. 

5.3. HUMIDITY CONTROL 
The humidity control is done at neutral point, and the set can be 0 or between 40 e 99%. 
With 0 the control is disabled. 

5.3.1. HUMIDIFICATION 

The humidity command is switched-off if the cabinet humidity is higher than the set value. 
The command is actuated when the humidity falls below the set value minus the 
humidification hysteresis (range 2% and 9%). 
Three different hysteresis groups are foreseen: 

1. DEEP-COOLING, CONSERVATION 
2. PRE- PROVING, PROVING 
3. SLEEPER 
 

FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 
HUMIDIFICATION   OFF ON 8 

 
The humidity control is disabled under the cabinet low temperature limit for exclusion of 
humidification function(installer parameter). 
Installer can also set the humidification type control below the low temperature limit; if 
installer set FAN a both positive and negative hysteresys of 0.5 °C is present to discriminate 
the change from normal humidification to fan humidification. 
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FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 

VENTILATED HUMIDIF.   OFF ON NONE 
 

5.3.2. DEHUMIDIFICATION 

The dehumidification command is switched-on if the cabinet humidity is higher than the set 
value plus the hysteresis (range 2% and 9%). 
Three different hysteresis groups are foreseen: 

1. DEEP-COOLING, CONSERVATION 
2. PRE- PROVING, PROVING  
3. SLEEPER 

Installer can enable or disable the dehumidity function for each phases independently. 
 
The dehumidity control is disable when the cabinet temperature is under the selected limit 

temperature (installer parameter). 
 
The dehumidity request is served through 3-4-6 EV.  
 
If the hot evaporator temperature is over the cabinet temperature set plus the hot 
evaporator hysteresis for dehumidification, then the 2 EV has to be opened and the 3 and 4 
EV have to be closed. 
 

FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 
COOL   ON ON 2, 6 

When the hot evaporator fall down above the temperature set, the 2 EV is disabled and 
the 3,4 EV are enabled. 

5.4. FAN CONTROL 
The fan motor needs to run at the maximum speed for 5 second when it starts from a still 
condition. 

5.4.1. EVAPORATOR FAN 

The installer can select the fan speed for all phases with loads ON or OFF. The fan is always 
enabled expect during defrosting and dripping phase. 
In CONSERVATION phase, when the loads are deactivated, the fan can be driven in pulsed 
mode. 

5.4.2. CONDENSER FAN 

The condenser fan runs at the maximum speed when the compressor is on. The fan reduces 
its speed linearly from 40°C to 35°C. At 35°C the fan is stopped. 

5.5. DEFROSTING 
The defrosting duration is set, by installer, among 2 and 30 minutes. The installer establishes 
the interval between two consecutive defrosting(2÷24 hour). 
The installer can enable a defrosting at the beginning of the CONSERVATION phase.(it’s 
executed only if the DEEP-COOLING lasts more than 30 minutes). 
 
During a defrosting function the shown temperature can be lock at the temperature value 
that was present at the beginning of the defrosting. 

FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  Activated EV 
DEHUMIDIFICATION   ON ON 3, 4, 6 
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A defrosting function is stopped when the defrosting probe temperature is over the 
defrosting limit temperature (installer parameter) or when the defrosting time is elapsed. 
 

FUNCTION   compressor Evaporator’s fan  activated EV 
SBRINAMENTO   ON OFF 4, 5 

 
At defrosting end the evaporator fan restart after a relevant delay(range 0÷10 minutes, 
default 4) and only the 2 EV is enabled. 

5.6. OVEN REMOTE CONTROL 
The oven remote control can be switched-on, for 5 seconds, with advance on the cycle 
end. 

5.7. SLEEPER 
If sleeper is enabled, at the end of a cycle the machine moves to the sleeper phase until 

the  key is pressed 

5.8. INSTALLER PARAMETERS 
Select TECHNICAL SERVICE item (and digit the password) to enter into installer area. 

 
 

 

 
videata(22) 

 

 
videata(23) 
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From display (23) is possible to select the installer parameters list, the last 30 alarms, the 
input/output configuration. 
 

 
videata(24) 

 
Here the installer parameters list is shown. 
 

N. PARAMETER RANGE DEFAULT Condition 

1 Language  ITA, GB, TED,  
FRA, SPA, RUS ITA   

2 Default value selection * YES, NO NO   

3 
Compressor work time 
Set to zero 

XXXXXX 
YES, NO NO   

4 Compressor lock time XXXXXX     

5 
Humidifier work time 
Set to zero 

XXXXXX 
YES, NO NO   

6 Humidity probe type *  0-20; 4-20   0-20   
7 Humidity probe offset(%) -9.0 ÷ +9.0 0   
8 Cabinet probe type * pt1000; kty pt1000   

9 Cabinet probe offset(°C) -9.0 ÷ +9.0 0 Cabinet probe 
type KTY 

10 Defrosting probe type * pt1000; kty pt1000   

11 Defrosting probe offset(°C) -9.0 ÷ +9,0 0 Defrosting probe 
type KTY 

12 Hot evaporator probe type * pt1000; kty pt1000   

13 Hot evaporator probe offset(°C) -9.0 ÷ +9,0 0 Hot evaporator 
probe type KTY 

14 
CONSERVATION heating hysteresis 
(°C) 1÷9 3   

15 
PRE-PROVING, PROVING heating 
hysteresis(°C) 1÷9 3   

16 SLEEPER heating hysteresis (°C) 1÷9 3   

17 

CABINET PREPARATION, DEEP-
COOLING, CONSERVATION cooling 
hysteresis (°C) 

1÷9 3   

18 
PRE-PROVING, PROVING cooling 
hysteresis  (°C) 1÷9 3   

19 SLEEPER cooling hysteresis  (°C) 1÷9 3   
20 OFF-ON compressor delay (min.) 0÷3 2   

21 
DEEP-COOLING, CONSERVATION 
humidification hysteresis(%) 2÷9 5   

22 
PRE-PROVING, PROVING 
humidification hysteresis (%) 2÷9 5   

23 SLEEPER humidification hysteresis (%) 2÷9 5   

24 
DEEP-COOLING, CONSERVATION 
dehumidification hysteresis(%) 2÷9 5   

25 
PRE-PROVING, PROVING 
dehumidification hysteresis(%) 2÷9 5   
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26 SLEEPER dehumidification hysteresis(%) 2÷9 5   

27 
Hot evaporator hysteresis for 
dehumidification(°C) 0÷9 1   

28 Maximum defrosting duration (min.) 2÷30 20   

29 
Time between two consecutive 
defrostings (ore) 2÷24 6   

30 
Temperature set for defrosting stop 
(°C) 3÷9 8   

31 
Hot evaporator delay after defrosting 
(min.) 0÷10 4   

32 
Actual temperature visualization 
delay after defrosting (min.) 0(=NO)÷10  0   

33 
Defrosting at the beginning of 
CONSERVATION phase  SI, NO SI   

34 

Cabinet low temperature limit for 
exclusion of humidification function 
(°C) 

1÷15 2   

35 

Cabinet low temperature limit for 
exclusion of dehumidification function 
(°C) 

1÷15 2   

36 
Humidification type below the low 
temperature limit  Fan, Disable Fan   

37 
Enable dehumidify control during 
manual DEEP-COOLING YES, NO YES   

38 
Enable dehumidify control during 
manual CONSERVATION YES, NO YES   

39 
Enable dehumidify control during 
manual PRE-PROVING YES, NO YES   

40 
Enable dehumidify control during 
manual PROVING YES, NO YES   

41 
Enable dehumidify control during 
manual SLEEPER YES, NO YES   

42 
Enable dehumidify control during 
automatic DEEP-COOLING YES, NO YES   

43 
Enable dehumidify control during 
automatic CONSERVATION YES, NO YES   

44 
Enable dehumidify control during 
automatic PRE-PROVING YES, NO YES   

45 
Enable dehumidify control during 
automatic PROVING YES, NO YES   

46 
Enable dehumidify control during 
automatic SLEEPER YES, NO YES   

47 
Fan speed during manual DEEP-
COOLING with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

48 
Fan speed during manual DEEP-
COOLING with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

49 
Fan speed during manual 
CONSERVATION with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

50 
Fan speed during manual 
CONSERVATION with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

51 
Fan speed during manual PRE-
PROVING with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

52 
Fan speed during manual PRE-
PROVING with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

53 
Fan speed during manual PROVING 
with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

54 
Fan speed during manual PROVING 
with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

55 
Fan speed during manual SLEEPER 
with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

56 
Fan speed during manual SLEEPER 
with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 3   

57 
Fan speed during CABINET 
PREPARATION with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

58 
Fan speed during CABINET 
PREPARATION with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   
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59 
Fan speed during automatic DEEP-
COOLING with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

60 
Fan speed during automatic DEEP-
COOLING with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

61 
Fan speed during automatic 
CONSERVATION with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

62 
Fan speed during automatic 
CONSERVATION with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

63 
Fan speed during automatic PRE-
PROVING with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

64 
Fan speed during automatic PRE-
PROVING with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

65 
Fan speed during automatic 
PROVING with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

66 
Fan speed during automatic 
PROVING with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 6   

67 
Fan speed during automatic SLEEPER 
with OUTPUTS ON 1÷9 9   

68 
Fan speed during automatic SLEEPER 
with OUTPUTS OFF 0÷9 3   

69 
Pulse fan during CONSERVATION 
phase YES, NO NO   

70 Pulse fan ON time (sec.) 20÷99 30 Pulse Fan=YES 
71 Pulse fan OFF time (min.) 1÷30 5 Pulse Fan=Si 
72 Enable PRE-PROVING ramp YES, NO YES   
73 Enable PROVING ramp YES, NO YES   
74 Enable oven start command YES, NO NO   
75 Ritardo allarme porta (min)  0(=no control)÷5 2   
76 Door alarm delay (sec) 0÷180 30   
77 Communication channel 0÷255 0   

78 Serial communication speed (kbps)  9.6; 14.4; 19.2;  
38.4; 57.6  57.6   

79 Installer password ( 0000=NO) 0000÷9999 9876   
80 Programs password ( 0000=NO) 0000÷9999 5432   
81 Display self switch-off period (hours) 0÷24 0   

82 

Display self switch-off start time 00.00÷23.59 19.00 

Intervallo 
spegnimento 
automatico 
display > 0  

83 Working data saving interval (min) 00÷30 10   
84 Machine reset YES, NO NO   

*: not editable during a cycle 
 

Table 1 Installer parameters 

To perform the installer parameters reset, set YES in the DEFAULT PARAMETERS and set YES in 
the warning message (display 25). 

 
videata(25) 
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Note: when a cycle is running, the TECHNICAL SERVICE menu is different: 

• The item OUTPUT TEST is replaced with OUTPUT CONTROL. The output status is not 
changeable. 

• Some parameters are connected to the physical wiring. So they are not 
changeable. 

• The alarm messages are shown and they are always erasable(26).  
 
 

 
videata(26) 

In the following table all possible alarms are listed. 

N ALARM HISTORY MESSAGES  
1 CABINET PROBE 
2 DEFROSTING PROBE 
3 HUMIDITY PROBE 
4 HOT EVAPORATOR PROBE 
5 LOW PRESSURE SWITCH 
6 HIGH PRESSURE SWITCH 
7 COMPRESSOR PROTECTOR 
8 OPEN DOOR 
9 POWER FAILURE 

10 KEYBOARD ERROR 
11 DATA ERROR 
12 COMPRESSOR LOCK 

 

Table 2 alarm history items 

Use the CANCEL item, in the alarms history screen, to eliminate all saved alarms. 

6. ALARMS 
Alarms are shown in every functioning status of the machine. Only the door-open alarm is 
omitted in stand-by status. 
When an alarm is on, the buzzer sounds and a relevant message is shown. The alarm 

message is alternated with the normal working screen. Use  key to erase alarm 
messages 

6.1. PROBE ALARMS 
If probes are broken, or badly connected, for more than 30 seconds (on display the broken 
probes are shown with “--“ ) a message is shown.  
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Temperature probes: valid range -40÷60°C; 
Humidify probe: valid range 10÷99%;  
 

6.1.1. CABINET TEMPERATURE PROBE ALARM 

CABINET PROBE FAILURE\PROBE IS OUT OF ORDER appears on the display.  
It’s better replace the broken probe. However the device uses the defrosting probe value 
plus 5 °C to check the temperature function. 
If the cabinet and defrosting probes are simultaneously broken, the machine performs: 

• CABINET PREPARATION and DEEP-COOLING: cool function is always on. 
• CONSERVATION : periodic Cool function; 5’ ON and 15’ OFF. 
• PRE-PROVING: only evaporator fan; 30” ON and 90” OFF.  
• PROVING: only evaporator fan; 30” ON and 90” OFF. 
• SLEEPER: only evaporator fan; 30” ON e 90” OFF. 
• MANUAL: all loads OFF. 

 

6.1.2. DEFROSTING PROBE ALARM 

DEFROSTING PROBE FAILURE\PROBE IS OUT OF ORDER appears on the display. 
It’s better replace the broken probe. However the device uses the cabinet probe value less 
5 °C to check the defrosting function. 
If the cabinet and defrosting probes are simultaneously broken the defrosting function is 
disabled. 

6.1.3. HUMIDITY PROBE ALARM 

HUMIDITY PROBE FAILURE\PROBE IS OUT OF ORDER appears on the display. 
The humidity and dehumidity are not controlled. 

6.1.4. HOT EVAPORATOR PROBE ALARM 

HOT EVAPORATOR PROBE FAILURE\PROBE IS OUT OF ORDER appears on the display. 
It’s better replace the broken probe. The dehumidity is controlled without the hot 
evaporator probe. 

6.2. INPUTS ALARM 
The high, low pressure switches alarms and compressor protector alarm are not shown to 
the user. They are only archived into the alarm history list. 

6.2.1. HIGH PRESSURE SWITCH ALARM 

The alarms is archived if the relevant input is opened for more than 2 seconds. 

6.2.2. LOW PRESSURE SWITCH ALARM 

The alarms is archived if the relevant input is opened (for more than 2 seconds) for 5 times in 
20 minutes or an opening lasts more than 15 minutes. . 

6.2.3. COMPRESSOR PROTECTOR ALARM 

The alarms is archived if the relevant input is opened for more than 2 seconds. 

6.2.4. OPEN DOOR ALARM 

If the relevant inputs is opened for more than 2 minutes (installer parameter) the message 
ALARM!\DOOR IS OPEN FOR\MORE THAN 2 MIN. is shown. The cycle is not stopped and the 
light is switched-on. 

6.3. POWER FAILURE ALARM 
After a power failure the machine moves to the status where it was before the power lack.  
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If the power absence lasts more than 15 minutes, with cycle on, the message 
ATTENTION!\POWER FAILURE FOR\MORE THAN 15 MINUTES is shown. All the loads are driven. 

6.4. KEYBOARD FAILURE ALARM 
If a key is out of order, when the machine executes the self-testing, the message 
ATTENTION!\KEYBOARD FAILURE\CHECK CONNECTIONS is shown.  

6.5. COMPRESSOR LOCK 
When the compressor working hours reaches the relevant installer value, the compressor is 
lock. User must contact the TECHNICAL SERVICE. ATTENTION ! COMPRESSOR LOCK. CALL 
SERVICE IMMEDIATELY appears on the display. 
All loads are switched-off. That control is disabled if the relevant installer parameter is set at 
zero.  

6.6. DATA ERROR 
It is archived if some data is wrong. The controller adjusts automatically the wrong values. 

7. INPUT CONTROL AND OUTPUT TEST 

7.1. INPUT CONTROL 
From display (23) select item INPUT CONTROL to access display (27): probes values and 
input status are shown. 
In display (27) select item OUTPUT  to access display (28).  
 

 
videata(27) 

7.2. OUTPUT TEST 
From display (23) select item OUTPUT TEST to access display (28). 
In (28) installer can activate or deactivate every output singly. 
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In (28) the activation of a specified output causes the deactivation of every other enabled 
outputs. When installer exit from (28) all outputs are deactivated. 

8. DATA TRANSMISSION 
See Attached A (RPC-VG-F Remote Control) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


